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Value

Version 1 enables analysts to prioritize assets of the most common locomotive model type (SD70ACe) that are unhealthy, reducing resource demands significantly. Version 2 generates health scores across all locomotive model types and provides insight into which subsystem of an unhealthy locomotive needs attention.
How XXXXXX Helped
Overview
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Overview

How do we define a “fault”?  
- “Fault” defined as symptom/warning of an imminent failure  
- Health score addresses “control system faults”  
  - Or faults severely detrimental to locomotive’s operations as selected by YYY

How do we define a “health score”?  
- Health score model calculates probability of “negative health event” (defined above) occurring in the next two weeks, ranging from 0 to 1  
  - “Health score” computed by subtracting probability from 1, multiplying by 100  
  - In other words, “health score” is defined as the percentage probability that an asset will have no major issues in the next two weeks

How are the subsystems defined?  
- Defined to us by YYY
Example of a healthy locomotive

Health score is consistently high in locomotives without fault occurrences.

Grey-shaded areas correspond to a locomotive repair shop visit.
Example of an unhealthy locomotive

Health score is near 0 when faults occur frequently

Dotted vertical lines correspond to a fault at that time.
Example of an asset with increasing health

Health score increases after shop visit; as health improves, faults also stop occurring

This information is confidential and prepared by XXXXXX solely for the use of the intended recipient
How can we evaluate the performance of our health score?

The XXXXXX health score model improves predictive power significantly over leaving predictions to chance.

Locomotives with health scores in the lowermost decile (0-10) have an 84% chance of incurring a fault in the next 2 weeks.

For the highest decile (91-100), that number is just 5%!
YYY Rail Health Score Results
Roadmap for Rail Health Score

• Our goal:
  • Generate a score that accurately represents health of a locomotive
  • Analysts take corrective measures before locomotive breaks down

• What we’ve achieved:
  • Create Locomotive Health Score – predict the probability of one/more key faults occurring within a 2-week window
  • Create Subsystem Health Score – identify subsystem of unhealthy locomotive requiring most attention

• Immediate next steps:
  • Incorporate weather data – determine how meteorological factors (precipitation, terrain, temperature) affect health of locomotive
  • Link health scores to failures – predict probability of related failure given particular subsystem health score